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Leyes de Potencia y Leyes de Escala en la Distribución de Enerǵıa de los Huracanes
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The influence of climate variability and global warming
on the occurrence of tropical cyclones is a controversial
issue. Existing historical databases on the subject are
not fully reliable, but a more fundamental hindrance is
the lack of basic understanding regarding the intrinsic
nature of tropical-cyclone genesis and evolution. It is
known that tropical cyclones involve more than a passive
response to changing external forcing, but it is not clear
which dynamic behaviour best describes them. Here we
present an approach based on the application of the pow-
er dissipation index (PDI), which constitutes an estima-
tion of released energy1, to individual tropical cyclones.
A robust law emerges for the statistics of power dissipa-
tion index, valid in four different ocean basins and over
long time periods. In addition to suggesting a description
of the physics of tropical cyclones in terms of critical phe-
nomena, the scaling law enables us to quantify their re-
sponse to changing climatic conditions, with an increase
in the largest power dissipation index values with sea sur-
face temperature or the presence of El Niño phenomenon,
depending on the basin under consideration.
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Figura 1. Power-law distributions of tropical-cy-

clone PDI values. PDI probability densities for tropical
cyclones in the North Atlantic, Northeastern Pacific, North-
western Pacific, and Southern Hemisphere basins. The period
considered is either 1966-2007 or 1986-2007, depending on the
reliability of the records. The values in the vertical axis are
divided by the factors 1,

√
1000, 1000 and

√
10003, to separate

the curves for clarity. The distributions are consistent with
a power law (straight lines) over some portion of their range,
with exponents α = 1.19± 0.06, 1.175± 0.05, 0.96± 0.02 and
1.11±0.04, from top to bottom and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) test yields p−values larger than 20 % in all basins. De-
viations from the power law at large PDI values reflect the
finite size effect.
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Figura 2. Scaling of PDI distributions conditioned

to sea surface temperature (SST ) and El Niño. PDI
probability densities calculated separately for years with high
or low SST and for years with MEI > 0 (El Niño) or
MEI < 0 (La Niña). Tropical depressions (storms whose
maximum vt is below 34 knots, 1 knot = 1.85 km/h) are ex-
cluded from the Northwestern Pacific dataset, in order to give
all basins the same treatment. Time periods and vertical off-
sets are as in Fig. 1. In all cases the data can be fit by a
power law, being the worst one that of the North Atlantic
with low SST , which yields α = 1.26 ± 0.08 with a p−value
equal to 9%.

In this way, we demonstrate that the recent upswing in
North Atlantic hurricane activity2 does not involve trop-
ical cyclones that are quantitatively different from those
in other sustained high-activity periods before 19703.
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